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Warfare has changed

D

URING THE PERSIAN Gulf War in 1990, the

collecting, analyzing, fusing, and acting on

US military linked data with combat

information more effectively—and by denying Iraq

operations like never before. Through

the use of its own battle network. Overall, the

satellites, stealth aircraft such as the F-117

United States was able to gain a better

Nighthawk, and precision-guided munitions, US

understanding of the operational environment and

military commanders were able to coordinate

more effectively delegate and realize US leaders’

complex air campaigns against Iraqi military

battlefield intent.

command centers, leaving the latter largely without
critical early warning and communications just

Today, technological and conceptual developments

hours after the start of combat operations. With

have now put militaries on the cusp of yet another

much of Iraq’s military blind to the situation, the

breakthrough in the pursuit to leverage

1

US military was able to utilize advanced

information better than their adversaries. Often

intelligence, communication, navigation systems,

called “convergence,” this breakthrough seeks to

and weapons to jointly coordinate a decisive

make information from every sensor available to

ground campaign.

every shooter. Importantly, convergence for

What the US military had done was leverage

electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) for

modern military is expected to require use of
information better than its adversary. It did this by

communication, targeting, navigation, situational

having a superior battle network capable of

awareness, and early warning.2
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Achieving convergence for the US military would

turn, to achieve this reach, resilience, and

depend on possessing a superior ability to

responsiveness, the United States will likely need

maneuver through EMS—while denying that

to rely, in large part, on the space segment of its

freedom to the enemy—to guarantee the flow of

battle network. However, today’s space segment—

information despite distance and enemy attacks.

comprising spacecraft, ground stations, and the

Ultimately, the United States needs an entirely new

data links connecting them—seems to fall short of

battle network—one that masters the use of EMS to

US needs; to develop the right space segment, the

offer global reach; is highly resilient in the face of

US military may need to develop, train, and

enemy attack; and is responsive to the fast-paced,

operate differently.

high-tech nature of future near-peer warfare. In

WHAT MAKES A BATTLE NETWORK VALUABLE?
A battle network allows commanders to understand the battlespace, develop more informed
conclusions, and communicate their intent to the force. Possessing a superior battle network can
provide a military with the ability to take rapid, decisive action.
Data fuels the battle network, which is why data has become the currency of warfare.3 These
networks now typically rely on:
• Advanced sensor suites spread across air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace
• Novel data analysis using artificial intelligence (AI) and automation
• Secure digital networking
• Communications and precision, navigation, and timing (i.e., GPS)
• Command and control (C2)4
Each individual network node, be it a satellite, ground station, plane, or C2 hub, can be critical to the
network’s success.
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The requirements for a future
battle network

A

S THE UNITED States moves toward a

Though a battle network’s resilience is important,

future vision of “every sensor to every

it means little if the network is not responsive. This

shooter,” its battle network should be

is because a key characteristic of warfare in a

global, resilient, and responsive if it is going to

digital age is just how dependent modern militaries,

deliver war fighters the edge they need. Space

and specifically weapon systems, are on data.6 But

affords these qualities more efficiently and

more than raw or unrefined data, weapon systems

effectively than other domains.

and troops need refined data that is easy to act
upon. Delivering the right data means quickly
collecting, analyzing, fusing, and sharing

Global, resilient, responsive

information. Battle networks must be able to
expedite the flow of useful information to enable

In future high-tech warfare, it’s likely that the

troops to make better and faster decisions.

United States will have to operate globally.
Separated by oceans on both sides, the
United States is expected to continue to
need to collect, analyze, fuse, and act on
information around the world—whether
it’s providing critical communication to
ships at sea or navigation data to planes
en route to resupply troops. Global
operations are dependent on using EMS.

An essential element of success
in warfare is ensuring a battle
network can share necessary
information around the world
without interruption.

An essential element of success in
warfare is ensuring a battle network can share

Because warfare occurs in the air, land, sea, cyber,

necessary information around the world without

and space domains, achieving global reach,

interruption. For this to happen, the network must

resilience, and responsiveness requires a complex

be resilient to an intense barrage from the enemy

battle network architecture of sensors, data

through a host of threats, including physical

processing, and communication spread across each

threats such as kinetic attacks, electronic warfare

domain. Though space is just one of many

(EW) attacks such as signal interference,

operational environments a battle network must

and cyberattacks.5

operate in and through, it is becoming increasingly
important for the US battle network.
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Commercially enabled

aircraft or an aircraft carrier, which are purpose-

Earth’s orbit provides an ideal place for collecting

in the space segment of a battle network could be

and sharing information around the globe. So, ever

commercial during peacetime but serve military

since the US Air Force launched the first

purposes during periods of conflict. Just as the

communications satellite in 1958, creating a battle

United States used commercial imagery and

network with the ideal reach, resilience, and

weather forecasting to enable combat operations

responsiveness has all but required the use of

during the Gulf War, commercial satellite

space. Similarly, as commercial companies began

communication, imagery, data processing, and

requiring large amounts of data delivered

other capabilities critical to the future battle

responsively all around the globe, space systems

network could be utilized as a service when the US

built for the military, many of the elements needed

again provided ideal solutions. Commercial space

military needs them. The military will likely

capabilities eventually became ubiquitous enough

require some military-specific space segment

that they began supplementing military assets in

assets, but commercial capabilities can offer a

peace and wartime, allowing the US military to

highly efficient and effective way of augmenting

more effectively operate globally.

military systems to provide a future battle network
with the ideal reach, resilience, and responsiveness.

Now, new space technologies—such as small
satellites, rapid launch, internet from space, novel

Space offers an unparalleled ability to enhance a

earth imagery, and AI—and lower launch costs are

battle network, which is why the US military has

all essential elements of the emerging commercial

been investing in space systems. However, despite

space sector and future battle networks. Given the

the commercial capabilities being developed or the

overlap between commercial and battle network

sophisticated and expensive capabilities the US

requirements, commercial technology can

military has in orbit today, the current military

supplement the military space segment in

space architecture appears to fall short of what is

interesting ways. For instance, unlike a fighter

needed for future warfare.
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Poor resilience, lower responsiveness,
outdated ways of operating

T

HE UNITED STATES possesses an impressive

of operation to quickly provide military forces

set of satellites, ground segments, and

spread around the world with the right information.

supporting networks that provide its battle

network with formidable capability. However,

Over the last several decades, the United States has

many of these assets are aging, vulnerable, and less

invested billions of dollars in very complex and

responsive than what future high-tech warfare is

capable satellites and associated infrastructure.

expected to necessitate. If the US military wants its

These very large, very expensive satellites provide

battle network to meet future demands, it would

much of the functionality the US military requires,

likely need to overcome deficiencies in resilience

but they may not be fit for resiliency in future

and responsiveness, and develop the right concepts

fights. In fact, they’ve been described as “large, big,

FIGURE 1

The space segment comprises the spacecraft, ground stations, and the data links
connecting them
Spacecraft

Spacecraft

Data link

Ground station
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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fat, juicy targets.”7 This is due, in part, to the

Developing the space segment for a future battle

limited number of satellites supporting the US

network could also require a new approach to how

battle network. With roughly 208 operational

the US military thinks about operating in and

military satellites, as compared with the thousands

through space. Today, for example,

likely to be set up by new commercial

overclassification of many space activities and

constellations, a US adversary would be able to

systems can make it difficult for the US military to

destroy or disrupt the US space segment by

work effectively with allies or the commercial

targeting only a few satellites.8

sector.9 In addition to overcoming the capabilities
of a high-tech adversary, future warfare could

Fewer assets can make the entire architecture less

require greater interoperability with allies and

responsive as well. With relatively few space

partners, both of which may require new strategies

assets to serve the entire Joint Force, demand for

and ways of operating. While the U.S. Space

battle network resources can often exceed supply,

Force’s recent Space Capstone Publication was

hindering responsiveness of the battle network;

designed as a foundational doctrine, additional

and since the assets are so complex and expensive,

tactical concepts of operation for using a future

they cannot be quickly upgraded or replaced. If the

space segment as part of a battle network are likely

goal is to connect every sensor to every shooter,

necessary, such as how gaining an advantage

there will likely need to be more space assets

through EMS can affect the use of space systems.10

providing sensors, communication, and other
critical battle network functionality to achieve the
proper level of responsiveness for a large force.
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Solving for shortcomings

H

OW WOULD A future space architecture

responsiveness are not qualities that come

need to look in order to be global,

naturally to space, however. They must be

responsive, and resilient? Space almost

purposefully developed based on the needs of the

innately provides global reach; satellites orbit

force and the character of warfare (figure 2).

around the Earth after all. Resilience and

FIGURE 2

An example of a multinodal, interoperable (commercial, US military, and
allied) space segment
Commercial

US military

Allied
Spacecraft
Data link

Spacecraft

Spacecraft
Data link

Ground station

Ground station

Ground station

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Building in resilience

stockpiles, commercial providers, or allies. Newly

Each space segment node—spacecraft, ground

able to “plug and play” with older systems

station, or data link—presents an opportunity for

regardless of whether they are commercial or allies.

deployed ground segments or spacecraft should be

an adversary to target the US battle network. A
resilient space segment must therefore be
defendable against kinetic, EW, and
cyberattacks, while avoiding single points of
failure. Given the number of ways the space
segment can be attacked, resilience ultimately
comes down to quantity, variety, and dispersal
of nodes and communication channels.
Like a school of fish overwhelming a predator,
presenting an adversary with too many targets
of different types and in different locations can
make battle network disruption more difficult.

Given the number of ways
the space segment can be
attacked, resilience ultimately
comes down to quantity,
variety, and dispersal of nodes
and communication channels.

For the space segment, this translates to
placing satellites with different purposes and

Building in responsiveness

capabilities in different orbits—from low Earth
orbit to geosynchronous orbit. Similarly, because
satellites are wholly dependent on over-the-air

In a digital age, information flows quickly, and, on

communication, each satellite should have the

the battlefield, when networks fail to provide

ability to intuitively find available communication

information when it’s needed, the consequences

pathways within the network to guarantee the flow

can be dire. Building responsiveness into a space

of data despite crowded frequencies or enemy EW

segment thus requires it to handle raw data

attacks. A satellite might leverage various radio

effectively and quickly, from collection, to analysis,

frequencies or even reroute data through optical

fusion, dissemination, and action. Therefore, the

intersatellite links to find a clear channel to

space segment should also have an intuitive

communicate. Ground stations would also need to

network management system that can help

be dispersed geographically with the ability to

organize and control the highly complex number of

effectively navigate any challenges posed by a

nodes, data, and users. Finally, a responsive space

congested or contested EMS. Other factors include

segment should have automated defense measures

diversifying software and hardware so that they

that allow it to respond at speeds characteristic of

aren’t all susceptible to the same means of attack,

high-tech warfare.

and interoperability in connecting to and sharing
information across each asset so that each node

With every sensor connected to every shooter, a

can operate with another regardless of type

future battle network could have an incredibly

or configuration.

large number of nodes collecting and sharing data.
If not prioritized properly, the battle network could

Resilience also demands being able to replenish or

become overwhelmed with mountains of unrefined

repurpose various space segment nodes quickly,

data flowing incoherently all at once. To avoid

through launching new satellites, deploying new

clogging the network, data should be processed

ground stations, or retasking existing assets.

closer to the source—rather than stored at the

11

These assets may come from existing military

source or passed through it—to ensure only refined,
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actionable data is occupying the network while a
network traffic prioritization system gives
important data precedence over unimportant
data.12 The management system would also need to
direct how the data is transmitted throughout the
network. This requires an understanding of how
existing communication pathways, such as wireless
or physical data connections, are being used or
attacked, and what the shortest route between the
source and destination is.
An architecture management system can also help
by making it easy for human operators to
understand where assets are, if they are functional,
and what they are doing. AI, automation, and
smart user interfaces are expected to have a major
role to play in managing the architecture.13 With AI
detecting issues or needs, automation can enable
these systems to take necessary action more
quickly than if they were controlled by humans,
while smart user interfaces keep human operators
informed of what’s taking place. Responsiveness
would also require the management system to play
a role defending the network using AI to detect
attacks and automation to take defense measures.
This defense might also need to cover allies and
commercial assets that may not have the same
capacity for self-defense as military capabilities.
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Making the vision a reality

M

ANY OF THE capabilities and solutions

commercial sector, enabling the military to more

that would be needed for this new space

easily leverage commercial partners and

architecture are very different from how

their capabilities.

the US military operates today. For example, the

capability to rapidly replenish space-based assets

For the elements of a space architecture requiring

contrasts with today’s decades-long development

entirely new or military-centric solutions, digital

of exquisitely crafted, but fewer, space assets. To

engineering (DE) is another smart development

get the most out of a space segment, the US

method. It combines data science, advanced

military would need to change how it works with

analytics, and digital technologies with traditional

new space technologies.

engineering techniques to improve product design
and quality, while lowering costs. In a DE
environment, prototype spacecraft can be tested

Develop differently

before launch, allowing developers to identify
potential issues or failures and make necessary

With space systems, older procurement practices

adjustments without the cost or permanence of

can often lead to interservice stovepipes,

launching it into orbit.

duplicative efforts, and less interoperability.14 For
the future space segment, everything from the

Smarter development also typically requires

technology and partners used to build the space

partnerships. Alone, the US military would need to

segment to the timeline for deployment, should

design, mature, and integrate a host of new

be reconsidered.

capabilities to develop the right space segment.
While the military is certainly capable of doing this

Developing differently requires rethinking how the

alone, it may not be the smartest approach.

military creates the complete set of space segment

Partners, whether commercial or allies, often

capabilities it requires. Principally, this could mean

possess a host of useful technology, tools, and

shifting away from fewer, larger, and more

solutions that the military should leverage. From

exquisite platforms to smaller, more affordable,

offering new talent and alternative points of view

but less capable ones. These satellites are less

to develop cutting-edge solutions, to offering

exquisite but produced in large numbers and can

existing capabilities “as a service” to save time and

provide similar functionality as the larger,

money, partners can help make development faster

expensive platforms the military has traditionally

and more affordable without sacrificing quality.

produced. By building the backbone of the space

An example of this is the U.S. Space Force’s recent

segment with small satellites, the US military can

choice to leverage a Norwegian satellite as a host

increase satellite numbers and more affordably and

for US satellite payloads, saving US$900 million

routinely upgrade and replace them—all of which

dollars while deploying needed capabilities much

improve the resilience and responsiveness of the

more quickly than if the US had built its

architecture. This shift would keep pace with the

own satellite.15
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Finally, developing differently can mean doing so

commander’s intent to a greater degree than what

faster. Developing a battle network for future

US troops may be used to today. In the future,

warfare may imply there is plenty of time to design

troops in combat zones could be given the

and deploy the network, but that’s simply not true.

commander’s intent, with leaders on the ground

Many threats to the existing US battle network,

deciding how best to realize it.18 For example,

such as sophisticated EW, cyber, or kinetic attack,

rather than using a communication window to tell

exist today.16 Ensuring the space segment is

troops on the battlefield to hold adjacent high

sufficiently resilient is an immediate need. In

ground, they may be told to deny the enemy’s

addition, the research and engineering needed to

ability to maneuver, and leave it up to the leader on

improve essential elements of the space segment,

the ground to decide if the high ground is the best

such as AI, space domain awareness, and future

way of doing that.

concepts of operation and training systems, all take
time to develop.

War fighters responsible for managing a future
battle network, and the space segment specifically,
will need to offer critical information precisely

Operate differently

when troops on the ground need it. Like a football
quarterback who may maneuver in the pocket or

Even if the United States comes to possess an

pump fake to confuse the defense before throwing

incredibly advanced battle network with all the

the ball between defenders, military personnel

features described previously, a future near-peer

responsible for coordinating satellites, ground

adversary will likely possess the means to disrupt

segments, and networks will need to coordinate

or deny the flow of information at least in part.

complex communications campaigns to avoid the

Being able to communicate despite a high-tech

enemy and deliver information. These activities

enemy attack reflects a resilient battle network,

may include using EW or cyber tools to thwart

even if that communication is imperfect.

enemy attacks on the US battle network and create

Against a high-tech adversary, the communication

share data with troops in combat zones. Similar to

brief windows at the most advantageous time to
windows in even a capable US battle network

forces at the front, these choices will have to be

might become short, sporadic, or planned,

made based on the commander’s intent, rather

affording only a brief opportunity to upload and

than specific orders. A future battlefield is likely to

download data-rich packets of information. Indeed,

be too dynamic for stagnant decision-making at

persistent communication between forward units

the operational level.

and command may not be guaranteed—or even
wanted, as the signals from sending and receiving

Adjusting how the US military conducts combat

information can inform the enemy of friendly

operations, from centralized and highly managed

positions. In such a scenario, the military forces

today to more adaptive and autonomous in the

operating at the battle front should be able to

future, will be no small task. It can be done,

17

balance their immediate mission needs with

however. Central to changing how the US military

working largely autonomously to meet the

fights could be how it trains and develops its troops.
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Train differently

working knowledge of the technology central to
their battle network. Without it, they may not be

Training future military leaders for high-tech

prepared to leverage the information they receive.

combat against near-peer adversaries requires

This education should not stop with officers either;

educating them on the capabilities and limitations

enlisted leaders should also have a working

of their battle network (and also their adversary’s

knowledge of their battle network.

battle network). Central to this training should be
creating a culture of trust that their counterparts

Leadership development should also focus on

(allies or otherwise) are also doing what they are

empowering military personnel to make decisions

supposed to do in a highly decentralized

in a decentralized environment, which comes down

operational environment.

to trust. The military is a very hierarchical
organization, and for good reason. But a future

Successfully adapting to the high-tech character of

operating environment likely won’t allow for a

warfare would require service members to have a

strict command structure requiring multiple levels

basic understanding of how battle networks

of command approval before taking action, to

functions. From human-machine collaboration,

which US forces have grown accustomed.19 This

EMS, EW, and cyber capabilities, to the different

education should extend to commercial and allied

ways information can be shared via various

partners as well.

communication nodes, future combat leaders will
need to understand how to leverage the battle

Training doesn’t stop with people either.

network at their disposal and how to operate

Adversaries will seek to exploit vulnerabilities in

around their adversary’s capabilities. This is not to

the US battle network, which could mean AI

say future leaders will necessarily need to be

algorithms as much as physical hardware or

computer scientists or engineers. Just as today’s

humans. Ensuring both the human and AI

military leaders have a basic understanding of the

elements in the battle network are tested, trained,

capabilities necessary for success in modern

and capable of operating together can be essential.

warfare, future leaders will likely need a similar
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Making the changes stick

T

HE MILITARY IS no stranger to developing

small and slowly building in scope and scale,

new technologies and implementing new

testing should be iterative; with each successful

concepts of operation. Yet, even with that

iteration and evolution, more of the process can

experience, adopting new concepts of operation

be modified to support the new concept,

and technologies is rarely easy: Change can be

including career fields, performance evaluation

difficult, especially large-scale change across an

criteria, among other elements.

organization as big and complex as the US military.
• Finally, the adopt phase allows new ideas to be

Our research has shown that large-scale
transformations in any area of government are

scaled to the entire organization at the right

about much more than new tech; they typically are

time. While the prove phase allows for

about changing human behavior.20 But providing

confidence in the new idea, it does not account

the right support to the right people at the right

for whether the organization will be receptive to

time can help shepherd change through even a

enterprise change. Determining when is the

large organization.

right time to implement a new idea across the
organization requires a strong culture. Tools

The “conceive, prove, adopt” framework can

such as organizational network analysis and

highlight which elements of the process require

culture audits can also help.22

attention, isolation, or cooperation, and when to
provide the right support to the right step in
the process.21
• During the conceive phase, incentivize
small groups to develop new ideas that may
run counter to prevailing concepts of
operation. These groups should have direct
access to senior leaders while sitting
outside of the day-to-day needs of the

Change can be difficult,
especially large-scale change
across an organization as
big and complex as the
US military.

organization. This can help avoid any
roadblocks and allow the organization to
continue to address the day-

A future-ready battle network will be an essential

to-day requirements.

element for success in future warfare, but it’s also
an indication that the character of warfare seems to

• The prove phase is designed to allow for

be changing. Timely attention to a space

testing and evaluation of new ideas while

architecture today can help ensure the US military

allowing the process to slowly consume the

is driving that change rather than responding to it

ideas that have proven successful. Starting

in the heat of the next conflict.
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